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Abstract
A generalized indoor light sensor can provide information to

build and monitor indoor lighting arrangement that is aesthetically
pleasing and conforming to the requirements set forth by the in-
habitants. However, the identification of the surrounding lighting
environment from the sensed parameters has some limitations and
challenges. Till-to-date, classifiers are designed to identify only a
single source, even in a multi-source environment. Classification
based only on sensed values can be imperfect, as multi-type sources
can share common parameters, or readings from a single source
can fluctuate over time. The classification performances are mostly
evaluated in controlled environments. In this work, we use a cus-
tomised Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) based light sensor that can
sense and advertise major lighting parameters as instructed. Based
on sensed parameters and adopting several Machine Learning (ML)
and Neural Network (NN) based models off-board, we try to iden-
tify the singular and mixed presence of the four dissimilar types of
sources: Incandescent, LED, CFL, and Sunlight in indoor surround-
ings. Off-board identification can get challenging where packet
loss scenario is common. For that, we study how IoT devices with
superior computational capability can utilise dimensional reduction
techniques to minimize the required on-air traffic for classification.
We then test classifiers with all those approaches both in controlled
environments and real-world testbeds. The result shows that our
best model can detect lighting environments with an accuracy of
up to 98.22% in the controlled scenario and 83.33% in real-world
testbeds.

CCS Concepts
• Computer systems organization→ Embedded systems, Sen-
sor networks.
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1 Introduction
Indoor lighting has a substantial influence on determining peo-

ple’s frame of mind, alertness at work, and finally, circadian rhythm
[9]. Daylong indoor mobility exposes inhabitants to natural and
various types of artificial lights, which operate at specific wave-
lengths and generate illumination of contrasting features. A key
requirement there is to first sense and then process the lighting
parameters for the identification of surrounding lighting environ-
ments. Based on that, inhabitants can calculate the number of daily
hours in blue-enriched sources (like LED) for correlating nighttime
sleep quality with blue light hours or for documenting natural light
disclosure period to meet the minimum daily recommended vitamin
D generation [1, 8].

Apart from meeting the inhabitants’ visual necessity, multi-
source lighting environments are encouraged by experts for high-
lighting consumer products/artworks or controlling agro-environments [6,
7]. However, illumination from natural light can vary at different
hours of the day or the quality of illumination from artificial sources
can degrade over time. Even after arranging proper lighting setup,
disruption can take place due to renovation, or repositioning of
fitments/appliances due to various reasons. A generalized light sen-
sor can help us not only monitor and maintain optimal conditions
but also identify which combination of sources is responsible for
bringing out a particular luminous environment.

For classification, offloading sensed parameters is always encour-
aged, as it allows deployment of light sensors that are low-powered,
transfers major computational and memory-intensive classification
tasks to the receiving side, and facilitates long term data storage and
retrieval. One of the key challenges is to establish a communication
strategy that can perform classification with minimal information.
This is particularly essential for resource-bound sensing at enclo-
sures that are overcrowded with multi-type sensors, where the
packet loss scenario is common due to network congestion and
communication bottleneck.

For minimizing traffic by air, we need to first figure out how to
condense information for classification and what specific operation
needs to get performed onboard. For memory/power constrained
scenarios, sensors may have the capacity to operate for a certain
period but can fail to perform all day long. Prior knowledge regard-
ing methods to classify indoor lighting environments with minimal
information and on-device resource requirements for such method
adaptation, is therefore crucial.

By addressing these aforementioned concerns, we make the
following key contributions to this paper:
• We conduct experiment to identify both single and multi-source
environments, for which we collect standalone light parameter
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